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Abstract: Strontium isotopes in biogenic apatite, especially enamel, are widely employed to determine
provenance and track migration in palaeontology and archaeology. Body tissues record the 87Sr/86Sr of
bioavailable Sr of ingested food and water. To identify non-local individuals, knowledge of the 87Sr/86Sr
of a non-migratory population is required. However, varying factors such as tissue turnover rates, feeding
selectivity, Sr content, digestibility of food, and the ingestion of mineral dust can influence body tissue
87Sr/86Sr. To evaluate the Sr contribution of diet and water to mammalian hard tissues 87Sr/86Sr,
controlled feeding studies are necessary. Here we present 87Sr/86Sr from controlled feeding experiments
with two rodent species (Rattus norvegicus, Cavia porcellus). Due to the continuous and fast incremental
growth of rat and guinea pig incisors (฀0.1 – 0.5 mm/day), their enamel is expected to record isotopic di-
etary changes. For Experiment-1: Diet Switch, animals were switched from their respective supplier food
to a pelleted experimental diet containing either insect-, plant-, or meat-meal and a staggered-sampling
approach was used to monitor the 87Sr/86Sr changes in rat incisor enamel and bone over the course of
the experiment. In Experiment-2: Basic Diets, separated cohorts (n = 6) of rats and guinea pigs were
fed one of the three pelleted diets and received tap water for 54 days. While the rat incisors showed a
complete tissue turnover, the slower-growing guinea pig incisors partially retained supplier diet-related
isotopic compositions. In addition, one group of rats fed plant-meal pellets received Sr-rich mineral wa-
ter, demonstrating that drinking water can be an important Sr source in addition to diet. Additionally,
a leaching experiment showed that only a small fraction of diet-related Sr is bioavailable. Finally, in
Experiment-3: Dust Addition, guinea pigs were fed pellets with and without addition of 4% of isotopi-
cally distinct dust (loess or kaolin). Animals that received kaolin-containing pellets displayed increased
enamel 87Sr/86Sr. Intra-population 87Sr/86Sr variability within each feedinggroup was small and thus
we conclude that it should not affect interpretations of 87Sr/86Sr in provenance studies. However, the
differences between bulk food and leachate 87Sr/86Sr highlight the importance of Sr bioavailability for
provenance studies and Sr isoscapes.
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Strontium isotopes in biogenic apatite, especially enamel, are widely employed to
determine provenance and track migration in palaeontology and archaeology. Body
tissues record the 87Sr/86Sr of bioavailable Sr of ingested food and water. To identify
non-local individuals, knowledge of the 87Sr/86Sr of a non-migratory population is
required. However, varying factors such as tissue turnover rates, feeding selectivity,
Sr content, digestibility of food, and the ingestion of mineral dust can influence body
tissue 87Sr/86Sr. To evaluate the Sr contribution of diet and water to mammalian hard
tissues 87Sr/86Sr, controlled feeding studies are necessary. Here we present 87Sr/86Sr
from controlled feeding experiments with two rodent species (Rattus norvegicus, Cavia
porcellus). Due to the continuous and fast incremental growth of rat and guinea pig
incisors (∼0.1 – 0.5 mm/day), their enamel is expected to record isotopic dietary
changes. For Experiment-1: Diet Switch, animals were switched from their respective
supplier food to a pelleted experimental diet containing either insect-, plant-, or
meat-meal and a staggered-sampling approach was used to monitor the 87Sr/86Sr
changes in rat incisor enamel and bone over the course of the experiment. In
Experiment-2: Basic Diets, separated cohorts (n = 6) of rats and guinea pigs were fed
one of the three pelleted diets and received tap water for 54 days. While the rat incisors
showed a complete tissue turnover, the slower-growing guinea pig incisors partially
retained supplier diet-related isotopic compositions. In addition, one group of rats fed
plant-meal pellets received Sr-rich mineral water, demonstrating that drinking water can
be an important Sr source in addition to diet. Additionally, a leaching experiment showed
that only a small fraction of diet-related Sr is bioavailable. Finally, in Experiment-3: Dust
Addition, guinea pigs were fed pellets with and without addition of 4% of isotopically
distinct dust (loess or kaolin). Animals that received kaolin-containing pellets displayed
increased enamel 87Sr/86Sr. Intra-population 87Sr/86Sr variability within each feeding
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group was small and thus we conclude that it should not affect interpretations of
87Sr/86Sr in provenance studies. However, the differences between bulk food and
leachate 87Sr/86Sr highlight the importance of Sr bioavailability for provenance studies
and Sr isoscapes.
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INTRODUCTION
The number of studies dealing with the radiogenic Sr isotope
ratio (87Sr/86Sr) have substantially increased within the past
decades, and it has become an important tool in many scientific
fields, such as petrology, palaeoclimatology, forensics and food
traceability, especially in combination with light stable isotopes
(e.g., McArthur et al., 2001, 2012; Kelly et al., 2005; Kimura
and Chang, 2012; Marchionni et al., 2016; Weber et al., 2018b).
The 87Sr/86Sr of bones and tooth enamel is commonly used in
archaeological and palaeontological applications, mainly for the
reconstruction of mobility and provenance of populations and
individuals, as well as for reconstructing the life histories of
animals and humans (e.g., Balasse et al., 2002; Outridge et al.,
2002; Bentley, 2006; Copeland et al., 2011; Gregoricka, 2014;
Lugli et al., 2017a). The mineral composition of bone and tooth
enamel is hydroxylapatite [Ca5(PO4)3(OH)], and the Ca
2+ in
the hydroxylapatite is substituted by Sr2+ in trace amounts
due to their similar chemical behavior (Comar et al., 1957),
making the determination of Sr isotope ratios in these materials
feasible. Observed differences in 87Sr/86Sr in nature are related
to differences in the relative abundance of the radiogenic 87Sr
vs. the stable 86Sr, due to the decay of the radioactive parent
isotope 87Rb in geological materials (Banner, 2004). Therefore,
different geographical regions with distinct bedrock geologies
will yield different 87Sr/86Sr ratios (Faure and Mensing, 2005).
The isotopic composition of the locally bioavailable Sr enters
the food chain via Sr-bearing nutrients from ingested water and
plants (Carr et al., 1962; Capo et al., 1998; Blum et al., 2000).
After digestive assimilation, radiogenic Sr is incorporated into
body tissues without any observed isotopic variation. There are
apparently no biotic or abiotic factors affecting radiogenic Sr
isotopes (Flockhart et al., 2015), while non-radiogenic stable
Sr isotopes (88Sr/86Sr expressed as δ88/86Sr) show a trophic
level effect caused by biologically induced and mass-dependent
fractionation (Knudson et al., 2010; Lewis et al., 2017). For
radiogenic Sr (87Sr/86Sr), natural mass-dependent fractionation
(Urey, 1947), as well as fractionation during mass spectrometric
Sr isotope analysis are corrected for after normalization to a
constant 88Sr/86Sr of 8.375209 during data reduction (Meija et al.,
2016).
Differences in the formation time of vertebrate hard tissues
allow the reconstruction of individual movements during an
animal’s lifetime from Sr isotope analysis of teeth and bones
that form at different ontogenetic stages. While tooth enamel
87Sr/86Sr is not altered after its complete maturation (Hillson,
2005), bones undergo a continuous remodeling throughout life,
depending on bone type and ontogenetic age (Jowsey et al.,
1971). Therefore, tooth enamel of diphyodont mammals without
ever-growing teeth reflects the 87Sr/86Sr during different phases
of the animal’s early life, while bones reflect an average of
dietary 87Sr/86Sr ratios over the last years or the whole life
of an animal, depending on the animals age and longevity
(Knipper, 2004; Tütken, 2010). The differences in the timing
of formation and turnover (or lack thereof in the case of
teeth) of these tissues have led to extensive use of bone-
tooth pairs to reconstruct the mobility and life history of
animals and humans using radiogenic Sr isotopes (Müller et al.,
2003; Schweissing and Grupe, 2003; Bentley, 2006; Scheeres
et al., 2013). However, relatively little is known about the
natural intra-population variability of Sr isotopes, which in
turn may potentially influence the interpretation of differences
in tooth-bone or tooth-tooth pairs, which are important to
identify local vs. non-local values in comparison to Sr isoscapes
(Bataille et al., 2020). Some studies evaluated intra- and/or
inter-individual Sr isotope variability in archaeological sites
(Gregoricka, 2014; Knudson et al., 2016). However, Sr sources
and life histories are often poorly resolved inmany archaeological
populations, so the results of these studies potentially over-
estimate true intra-population variability. Therefore, feeding
experiments with controlled diet/water Sr inputs and analyses
of tissues formed during the experimental period are necessary
to properly quantify intra- and/or inter-individual Sr isotope
variability. Lewis et al. (2017) performed such a controlled
feeding experiment on domestic pigs over two generations to
evaluate the influence of marine resources on Sr/Ca, 87Sr/86Sr,
and δ88/86Sr. Analyzed materials included diet, tooth enamel,
bones and faeces. The authors determined that the 87Sr/86Sr of
the animals reflected the diet they received, in that the Sr/Ca
ratio increased with increasing marine portion of the food. In
addition, they showed a depletion of δ88/86Sr of 0.322 ± 0.060
‰ between diet and tooth enamel. Anders et al. (2019) used
87Sr/86Sr to study the locally bioavailable Sr isotope composition
and characterize variability in different tissue types of pigs (tooth
enamel, bones, bristles, meat, organs and blood). They observed
a high intra- and inter-individual variability, as well as tissue-
specific patterns. Tissues with higher turnover rates, such as soft
tissues and blood, were found to have the highest variability
in 87Sr/86Sr. The authors suggested that only tissues with slow
turnover, thus allowing for sufficient time averaging of the Sr
isotope signal should be used for estimating local bioavailable Sr
isotope ranges.
Rodent incisors are ever growing, which makes them an
ideal, continuously recording archive in which to study the
incorporation of isotopic signals into a hard tissue from diet and
water sources. Additionally, enamel is frequently well-preserved
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FIGURE 1 | Experimental overview for this study with the approximate growth phases of bone (dashed box) and (rat) incisor enamel (schematic illustration). The base
of the incisors consist of the youngest enamel, while the apex is the oldest part of the incisor. We assumed a growth rate of 0.3 – 0.5 mm/day for the rodent incisors
(Law et al., 2003; Müller et al., 2015). Feeding duration for each diet type is indicated by the two gray boxes (note the brief overlap between the supplier diet and the
experimental diet during the acclimatization phase of the animals for 5 days, where both diets were provided). The white lines within the incisors indicate the sampling
locations for LA-MC-ICP-MS Sr isotope analyses (see also Supplementary Figure 1). *Timing (t) is always relative to the start of the experiment (i.e., the
consumption of experimental food only).
in the archaeological and palaeontological record (Copeland
et al., 2010; Kirsanow and Tuross, 2011; Gehler et al., 2012).
Newly formed tooth enamel and dentine is constantly produced
at the basal end of the incisor (Leblond and Warshawsky, 1979),
while older enamel is worn away and lost due to regular abrasion.
This allows for a continuous monitoring of the Sr isotope
composition, using high-resolution sampling techniques, such
as micro-milling or in-situ laser ablation. While metabolically
active soft tissues (e.g., liver or kidney) which turn over rapidly,
reflect only the Sr isotopic compositions of the diet most
recently consumed, tooth enamel remains unchanged after its
maturation, making rodent incisor enamel a well-suited focal
tissue in controlled feeding studies. With a growth rate of 0.5
mm/day for rats (Law et al., 2003) and 0.1 – 0.3 mm/day for
guinea pigs (Müller et al., 2015), a typical rat or guinea pig
incisor (∼2.6 – 3 cm total length) reflects up to the last 60
days of life (Figure 1). By measuring the 87Sr/86Sr along the
rodent incisor, a time-resolved Sr isotope incorporation can be
monitored. In addition, the analysis of bone material allows for
a direct comparison between a fast (incisor enamel) and slow
growing (bone) hard tissue with different turnover times.
Here we present radiogenic Sr isotope data from three
controlled feeding experiments with two rodent species: the
omnivorous, opportunistic feeding rat (Rattus norvegicus forma
domestica) and the herbivorous guinea pig (Cavia procellus).
In two of the experiments, both rats and guinea pigs received
different meat-, insect-, or plant-meal based pelleted diets (25
– 56 wt%, see Supplementary Table 1 for diet formula), while
in the third experiment animals received pelleted diets with
and without the addition of 4 wt% dust. In a first experiment
(Experiment-1: Diet Switch), a staggered-sampling approach was
used to determine the timing of dietary 87Sr/86Sr incorporation
into the enamel and bone of rats after a diet switch from the
supplier diet. For a second experiment (Experiment-2: Basic
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Diets), rats and guinea pigs were fed with the three different
pelleted diets described above for 54 days, resulting in a (near)
complete growth of the incisors during the experimental duration
(Figure 1). Due to the slower remodeling of bone, 87Sr/86Sr did
not reach dietary equilibrium with the diets. Additionally, one
group of rats was provided with Sr-rich mineral water. In a
third experiment (Experiment-3: Dust Addition), guinea pigs
were fed with a plant-based pelleted diet, supplemented with two
different silt to clay sized natural and isotopically distinct mineral
dusts (loess and kaolin) at a 4 wt% level, to simulate ingestion
of soil components and assess its influence on the Sr isotope
composition of an animal. Diet, water, teeth (all experiments),
bones (Experiments-1: Diet Switch and−2: Basic Diets) as well
as faeces samples (Experiment-2: Basic Diets) were analyzed for
87Sr/86Sr to evaluate the timing of the dietary overturn in the
ever-growing incisors. A leaching experiment of the pelleted diets
was performed to assess their differences in bioavailability of Sr
from the different diets.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Controlled Feeding Experiments
The controlled feeding experiments were approved by the
Cantonal Veterinary Office in Zurich, Switzerland (license no.
ZH135/16) and performed at the University of Zurich between
July and October 2017. Adult female WISTAR (RjHan:WI) rats
(11 – 12 weeks old at the beginning of the experiment, n =
46) and Dunkin Hartley (HsdDhl:DH) guinea pigs (3 – 5 weeks
old at the beginning of the experiment, n = 36) were housed
in groups of six individuals in separate indoor enclosures with
water and food provided for ad libitum consumption. Animals
were prevented from gnawing on the enclosure or other materials
during the experiment to avoid unnecessary mechanical abrasion
of tooth enamel. Prior to the experiments (from birth until
arrival in Zurich), the animals received a standard pelleted diet
(formula 2040 Teklad Global Guinea Pig Diet, for guinea pigs
and formula 2018S Teklad Global 18% Protein Rodent Diet, for
rats) at the supplier facility. All animals were provided with the
supplier diet together with the experimental diet for 5 days to
allow acclimatization to the new diet, before switching entirely to
the experimental diet. For guinea pigs (which cannot synthesize
vitamin C), drinking water was supplemented with vitamin C
at a concentration of 200 mg/L. After the experiments, the
animals were euthanized with CO2 and dissected to sample soft-
and hard-tissues for isotope analysis. Lower mandibular incisors
and distal tibias were chosen for all analyses during this study.
Additionally, faeces were collected during Experiment-2: Basic
Diets after at least 20 days on the experimental diet.
In total, three different experimental setups were used in the
framework of this study: (1) Diet Switch (three groups of rats; (2)
Basic Diets (four groups of rats, including water enrichment, and
three groups of guinea pigs; (3) Dust Addition (three groups of
guinea pigs).
In the Diet Switch experiment, a staggered-sampling approach
was performed, in which rats were euthanized after 0 – 40 days
on the experimental diet (n = 7 for insect- and plant diets
each, and n = 8 for meat based diet), to study Sr incorporation
into enamel and bone after the switch from the supplier to the
experimental diet (Table 1). Each plant-based diet also included
either a plant (lucerne, Medicago sativa, 56 wt%), insect (Protix
Insect Protein of soldier fly larvae, Hermetia illucens, 26 wt%),
or mammalian meat (lamb, Ovis aries, 25 wt%, potentially with
minor contribution of bone)meal ingredient to simulate different
feeding categories (i.e., herbivore, insectivore, or carnivore, see
Supplementary Table 1 for the exact ingredients for each diet).
For the Basic Diets experiment, groups of six rats and
six guinea pigs were each fed with the experimental diet for
54 days. Each feeding group received local Zurich tap water,
with the exception of one group of rats, which received a
commercially available Ca-Sr-rich mineral water (spring in
Sersheim, Germany). Individuals from each group from the Basic
Diets experiment Diets (excluding the rats provided the Sr-rich
mineral water) were also kept in isolation in metabolic cages for
4 days after at least 20 days on the experimental diet to measure
differences in food intake for each diet, and for individual fecal
collection (≥20 g/ individual). For each diet group, one fecal
sample (25 – 50mg) was analyzed.
In the third Dust Addition experiment, three groups of guinea
pigs were fed, in groups of six, for 23 – 29 days with a standard
plant pelleted diet (71 wt% lucerne meal) with and without 4%
dust added. Dust additives included loess and kaolin, both of
which have distinctively higher 87Sr/86Sr from the standard plant
pelleted diet. These pellets were produced from a ground, pelleted
diet (formula 2820 Granovit AG, Kaiseraugst, Switzerland) into
which 4 wt% of loess or kaolin, respectively, were mixed. The
mixture was then re-pelleted and fed to the animals to assess
the influence of external, clay-to-silt-sized mineral dust particles
on dental wear (see Winkler et al., 2020 for further details and
the influence of the external abrasives on dental microwear
texture). For Experiment-3: Dust Addition, only incisor enamel
was sampled using LA-MC-ICP-MS.
Leaching Experiment
A leaching protocol was applied to all pelleted diets (each 2.5 –
3 g of whole pellets, see section “Controlled feeding experiment”
for detailed description of the pellets) to evaluate potential
differences in Sr chemical availability of Sr bearing phases. While
the usual total bulk dissolution protocol involves a treatment with
concentrated nitric acid overnight on a hot plate, the leaching
experiment was performed with two dilutions of ultrapure
hydrochloric acid for 3 h at 38◦C to mimic conditions in a rodent
stomach. For rats, we assumed a stomach pH value of 3 and
a volume of 6mL (Mcconnell et al., 2008) and for guinea pigs
a pH of 3 and a volume of 15mL (Merchant et al., 2011). To
mimic stomach conditions intermediate between those of both
animals, we selected a volume of 10mL and a HCl concentration
of 0.001 mol/L (pH 3). In addition, a second experiment was
performed with a lower pH of 1 and acid concentration (0.1
mol/L HCl) to evaluate different dissolution conditions. After
the experiment, the supernatant was separated from the un-
dissolved solid remains by centrifugation at 6,000 min−1 for
5min and evaporated to dryness. Afterwards, the supernatants of
the leached pellet samples were treated as described in the section
“Sample preparation.”
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TABLE 1 | Overview of the three controlled feeding experiments.
Animals Experiment Feeding group Acclimatization [days] Experimental duration [days] No. of samples
Rats 1) Diet Switch Supplier pellet 5 0 n = 3
Rats 1) Diet Switch Plant pellet 5 6, 10, 20, 24, 28, 32, 40 Each n = 1
Rats 1) Diet Switch Insect pellet 5 10, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 40 Each n = 1
Rats 1) Diet Switch Meat pellet 5 6, 10, 16, 20, 24, 28, 32, 40 Each n = 1
Rats & guinea pigs 2) Basic diets Plant pellet 5 54 n = 6
Rats & guinea pigs 2) Basic diets Insect pellet 5 54 n = 6
Rats & guinea pigs 2) Basic diets Meat pellet 5 54 n = 6
Rats 2) Basic diets Plant pellet + Sr-rich water 5 54 n = 6
Guinea pigs 3) Dust Addition Standard pellet 5 23, 26, 29 n = 6
Guinea pigs 3) Dust Addition Standard pellet + 4% loess 5 23, 26, 29 n = 6
Guinea pigs 3) Dust Addition Standard pellet + 4% kaolin 5 23, 26, 29 n = 6
During the 5-days acclimatization period, the animals were provided with both the supplier as well as the experimental diet. Afterwards, the animals were only provided with the
experimental diet. All animals received tap water, except for one group which received Sr-rich mineral water. Rats and guinea pigs were held in separated enclosures without any mixing
between different groups.
Sample Preparation
Bone (distal tibia) and enamel (sampled from the central part
of the lower mandibular incisor) samples (1 – 5mg) were
used for solution-mode MC-ICP-MS Sr isotope analyses and
digested using 500 µL of distilled trace metal grade concentrated
nitric acid (Slovak and Paytan, 2012). Ball-milled food and fecal
samples (25 – 50mg) were digested in 4mL of concentrated
nitric acid and 1mL of concentrated H2O2 (trace metal grade).
All samples were placed in closed PFA screw-cap vials on a hot
plate at 120◦C overnight. This procedure removes the organic
fraction of the foods prior to chemical separation (Eisenhauer
et al., 2019). After digestion, samples were evaporated to dryness
and re-dissolved in 2 mol/L HNO3. Water samples were acidified
using concentrated nitric acid until a concentration of 2 mol/L
HNO3 was reached.
Separation of Sr
For the separation of the Sr fraction, we used a prepFAST
MC (ESI Elemental Scientific). The prepFAST is a low-pressure
ion exchange chromatographic system (Romaniello et al., 2015)
and is housed in a clean room at the Institute of Geosciences,
University of Mainz. We slightly modified the default 1mL Sr-Ca
column (CF-MC-SrCa-1000) Sr-Ca separation protocol provided
by ESI, by reducing the elution volume for the Sr fraction to
5mL of 6 mol/L HNO3. We find that this reduction prevents the
potential elution of Ca into the Sr fraction during Sr elution steps.
After sample purification, sample aliquots were evaporated to
dryness and re-dissolved in 250 µL concentrated HNO3 and 100
µL concentrated H2O2 to digest any potential organic remains
(Eisenhauer et al., 2019). The samples were again evaporated to
dryness and re-dissolved in 0.8 mol/L HNO3, in preparation for
Sr isotope analysis.
Solution-Based MC-ICP-MS Sr Isotope
Analyses
Analysis of bulk samples for Sr isotopes was performed at
the Institute of Geosciences, University of Mainz, using a
Thermo Neptune Plus MC-ICP-MS systems coupled to either
a CETAC Aridus 3 or an ESI Apex Omega HF desolvating
system. All solutions were prepared in 0.8 mol/L HNO3 with
a Sr concentration of ∼10 ng/g. Sample introduction was
performed using a 100 µL/min nebuliser and a Jet-X-interface.
The following ion beams were monitored during analysis: 82Kr,
83Kr, 84Sr, 85Rb, 86Sr, 87Sr, and 88Sr. A static multi-collection
mode was applied to record all signals simultaneously within
a single block of 50 cycles with 4.2 s integration time. Samples
were bracketed and normalized to NIST SRM 987 (reference
87Sr/86Sr= 0.710248, McArthur et al., 2001). Analysis of NIST
SRM 987 yielded a longterm average 87Sr/86Sr of 0.71028 ±
0.00003 (2 SD, n= 452). The methods closely followWeber et al.
(2018a), where the data evaluation is described in detail. Data
evaluation was performed offline, using an in-house R script (R
Core Team, 2013). Krypton correction was performed iteratively
using the natural 86Kr/83Kr of 1.505657. All 87Sr/86Sr ratios from
solution-based analyses are mean values with their respective 2
SE (standard error, see Weber et al., 2017 for details).
In-situ LA-MC-ICP-MS Sr Isotope Analysis
In situ analysis of samples for 87Sr/86Sr was performed by LA-
MC-ICP-MS (laser ablation multi-collector inductively coupled
plasma mass spectrometry) at the Institute of Geosciences,
University of Mainz. Incisors were cleaned with ethanol and
placed on a glass slide to ablate the outer enamel surface. We
chose sampling areas in the base, middle and apex of each incisor,
in order to evaluate enamel that formed at different times during
the experiment (Figure 1).
A Neptune Plus (Thermo Scientific)MC-ICP-MS was coupled
to an ArF Excimer 193 nm laser system (ESI NWR193), equipped
with a TwoVol2 ablation cell. In addition, a CETAC Aridus 3
desolvating system was coupled to the sample line to introduce
N2 and Ar and to enhance sensitivity. Further details about
the instrumentation are given in Supplementary Table 2. The
methods generally followWeber et al. (2017) and are only briefly
described here. Nine faraday cups were used to monitor signal
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intensities of the following m/z: 82Kr, 83Kr, 84Sr, 85Rb, 86Sr, 87Sr,
and 88Sr, as well as the doubly charged half-masses of 167Er and
171Yb. Due to their small signals, Rb, Er, and Yb were monitored
using Faraday cups equipped with 1013  resistors, while all
other signals were monitored with Faraday cups equipped with
1011  resistors. For the laser ablation analysis, line scans of
500µm length were applied with a circular spot size of 110µm,
a translation speed of 5 µm/s, a repetition rate of 50Hz and
a resulting fluence of 5 J/m2. Data evaluation and processing
followed the methods described in Weber et al. (2017) and was
performed using an in-house script in the statistical software R
(R Core Team, 2013). Signals were corrected for Kr using the
on-peak baseline technique and measuring a 30 s background
without the laser firing prior to each analysis. Instrumental
mass bias was corrected by applying the exponential law and
an 88Sr/86Sr ratio of 8.375209. To correct 87Sr for 87Rb, we
applied the mass bias correction factor and used the constant
87Rb/85Rb of 0.3857. We used a modern marine shark tooth
as reference material to monitor drift during each analytical
session. The long-term average for this shark tooth during this
study yielded a 87Sr/86Sr of 0.70918 ± 0.00007 (2 SD, n = 96),
in agreement with the modern-day seawater value of 0.70918
(McArthur et al., 2001). In addition, we used several bioapatite
in-house reference materials (horse, elephant and shark teeth,
human deciduous tooth, Supplementary Table 3), as well as
internationally available apatite (bone ash NIST SRM 1400 and
bone meal NIST SRM 1486) and carbonate (JCp-1, JCp-1, and
NanoSr) reference materials (Okai et al., 2002; Inoue et al., 2004;
Galler et al., 2007; Ohno and Hirata, 2007; Weber et al., 2018a,
2020). All results for 87Sr/86Sr are presented as the mean of each
analysis with its corresponding 2 SE (standard error, see Weber
et al., 2017 for further details).
Quantification of Sr Concentration
The Sr concentrations of water samples were determined
using a Spectro CIROS Vision ICP-OES (inductively coupled
plasma optical emission spectrometry) system at the Institute of
Geosciences, University of Mainz.
Three rat incisors from the Diet Switch experiment with plant
diet and three guinea pig incisors from each feeding group from
the Basic Diet experiment were analyzed for their Sr/Ca ratio
by in-situ LA-ICP-MS at the Institute of Geosciences, Mainz.
An ArF Excimer 193 nm laser system (ESI NWR193), equipped
with a TwoVol2 ablation cell, was coupled to an Agilent 7500ce
ICP-MS. NIST SRM 612 was used for calibration purposes,
while NIST SRM 610, USGS BCR-2G and Durango Apatite were
used as quality control materials (Supplementary Table 4). Spot
analyses with a circular spot size of 100µm were employed,
using a repetition rate of 10Hz and a fluence of 3.5 J/cm2.
Background time was set to 15 s, followed by 60 s of ablation.
Data reduction was performed using an in-house spreadsheet
based on Jochum et al. (2007). Details of the applied calculations
are given in Mischel et al. (2017). The calcium isotope 43Ca
was used as internal standard element. Results for the quality
control materials are presented in Supplementary Table 4. The
investigated rat incisors include animals euthanized after 0, 32,
and 40 days on the experimental plant pellet (after initial 5 days
of acclimatization, see section “Controlled feeding experiments,”
Table 1 and Figure 1). The guinea pig incisors include animals
from the Basic Diets experiment which received the experimental
diet for the complete experimental duration of 54 days.
Strontium concentrations for pellets and their leachates
were determined using a Thermo Neptune Plus MC-ICP-MS
at the Institute of Geosciences, Mainz. The NIST SRM 987
was diluted to three different concentrations (1, 5, and 10
ng/g) for quantification of the sample Sr concentration. Sample
introduction was performed according to the methods described
for the solution MC-ICP-MS Sr isotope analysis.
Statistics
Data evaluation and statistical analyses for Sr isotopes were
performed using the statistical software R (R Core Team, 2013).
Processing of the data followed Weber et al. (2017). After
interference correction, we performed a 2 SD outlier test for the
mean of all individual 87Sr/86Sr ratios within one measurement
and calculated a corresponding 2 SE uncertainty (standard error,
SE = SD /
√
n), both for solution based and laser ablation
analyses. For the estimation of statistical significance, we used the
implemented R function “wilcox.test” (Mann-Whitney-U-Test).
Water-Food Sr Mixing Models
In order to discuss the Sr isotope compositions measured in rat
and guinea pig teeth and bones in relation to their dietary intake
of Sr, we built a series of mixing models, to estimate the ranges
of 87Sr/86Sr ratios as assimilated by the organisms and resulting
from the mixing of Sr from drinking water and solid food.
The basic principle consists of writing the mass balance of the
contribution of water and food to the Sr eventually assimilated
















correspond to the daily mass of
bioavailable Sr in total, from water and solid food, respectively.
We consider a fractional assimilation of Sr from water to
the blood fwt , and from food to the blood ffd referred to as
bioavailability values and defined for both water and food as
the proportion of Sr actually available for assimilation by the
organism.We can thus express the total mass of daily bioavailable
Sr as follows:
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correspond to the daily ingested mass of Sr
from water and food, respectively. The mass balance for Sr then
dictates the following relation for the isotope composition of the



































corresponds to the radiogenic isotope
composition of the bioavailable Sr in total (tot), water (wt),
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TABLE 2 | Sr isotope composition and Sr concentration for all diets (including leachates) and waters provided to the animals in this study.
Type of diet 87Sr/86Sr 87Sr/86Sr uncertainty Sr [µg/g] Sr [µg/g] 2 SD
Supplier pellet rats 0.70891 ± 0.00001 (2 SE, n = 1) 4.8 ± 0.1
Leachate pH 3 0.71131 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Leachate pH 1 0.70942 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Supplier pellet guinea pigs 0.70944 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Leachate pH 3 0.70980 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Leachate pH 1 0.70950 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Insect pellet* 0.70878 ± 0.00005 (2 SD, n = 9) 11.7 ± 0.1
Leachate pH 3 0.70878 ± 0.00001 (2 SE, n = 1) 0.54 ± 0.01
Leachate pH 1 0.70884 ± 0.00001 (2 SE, n = 1) 1.2 ± 0.04
Plant pellet* 0.70944 ± 0.00019 (2 SD, n = 9) 19.6 ± 0.9
Leachate pH 3 0.70782 ± 0.00001 (2 SE, n = 1) 0.64 ± 0.02
Leachate pH 1 0.70822 ± 0.00001 (2 SE, n = 1) 1.04 ± 0.03
Meat pellet* 0.70821 ± 0.00007 (2 SD, n = 9) 26.4 ± 1.2
Leachate pH 3 0.70863 ± 0.00001 (2 SE, n = 1) 0.35 ± 0.02
Leachate pH 1 0.70847 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) 1.07 ± 0.03
Standard pellet 0.71032 ± 0.00001 (2 SE, n = 1) 20.0 ± 0.7
Leachate pH 3 0.70860 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Leachate pH 1 0.70876 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Standard pellet + 4% loess 0.71034 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) 31.1 ± 1.0
Leachate pH 3 0.70837 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Leachate pH 1 0.70887 ± 0.00001 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Standard pellet + 4% kaolin 0.71147 ± 0.00001 (2 SE, n = 1) 21.2 ± 0.7
Leachate pH 3 0.70882 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Leachate pH 1 0.70902 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, n = 1) NA NA
Zurich tap water 0.70910 ± 0.00004 (2 SD, n = 14) 0.29 ± 0.02
Sr-rich water (REWE mineral water) 0.70828 ± 0.00002 (2 SD, n = 2) 8.6 ± 0.6
The 2 SE (standard error) and 2 SD (standard deviation) uncertainty for single analyses and Sr concentration, respectively, are the analytical uncertainties during the measurement. For
those samples where n > 1, several aliquots were analyzed.
*During the experiment, several bags (all produced in one large batch) of the pelleted diets were fed to the animals. We observed only slight isotopic differences (<0.0002) among
different bags.
and food (fd). This relation can also be expressed using the Sr
concentration ( [Sr]wt , [Sr]fd ) and daily ingested mass (mwt ,
m
fd























This mixing equation was then used to draw maps of the total
bioavailable Sr isotope composition in the 2D space of daily
intake of water and food, as these values vary with time, between
individuals and from one species to another. A map was drawn
for each pellet type and for each measured isotope composition
of pellet leachates (which were taken as food bioavailable Sr
end-member values). Two sets of maps are presented in the
main text and Supplementary Information, one with distinct
bioavailability values for water and food Sr and another with
equal bioavailability values for both (assuming no differential
assimilation of Sr from water and food). The calculations and




An overview of the Sr isotope ratios, as well as the Sr
concentration of each diet and water are given in Table 2.
Supplier diets for the two rodent species differed, with a 87Sr/86Sr
of 0.70944 ± 0.00002 (2 SE, here and in the following if not
specified otherwise) for the guinea pigs and 0.70891 ± 0.00001
for the rats. During their time at the breeder facilities, the animals
received de-mineralised drinking water with Sr concentrations
below the quantification limit of the ICP-OES system. Therefore,
the contribution of the Sr isotope composition of supplier water is
not considered to have influence on body tissues 87Sr/86Sr while
the animals were at the breeding facilities.
The Zurich tap water showed slight seasonal variation in
87Sr/86Sr, ranging from 0.70907± 0.00003 to 0.70914± 0.00003,
with an average value of 0.70910 ± 0.00004 (2 SD). In contrast,
the Sr-rich mineral water yielded a much lower 87Sr/86Sr of
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0.70828 ± 0.00002 (2 SD), with a Sr concentration ca. 30 times
higher than the Zurich tap water. The supplemental vitamin C
received by the guinea pigs did not yield Sr concentrations above
the blank level after sample preparation, and can therefore be
ruled out as a factor influencing 87Sr/86Sr in these animals.
The insect, plant and meat diets differed distinctively in
their Sr isotope composition (Table 2). Analyses of ball-milled,
powdered samples of the pellets which were completely digested
with concentrated HNO3 yielded different results compared to
the leaching experiment. In HNO3 bulk digested samples, the
meat pellet had the lowest 87Sr/86Sr of 0.70821 ± 0.00007 and
the plant pellet the highest 87Sr/86Sr of 0.70944± 0.00019 (2 SD).
An intermediate ratio was observed for the insect diet, with an
average 87Sr/86Sr of 0.70878 ± 0.00005 (2 SD). In the leaching
experiment, the plant diet leachate yielded distinctively lower
87Sr/86Sr of 0.70782 ± 0.00001 at pH 3 and 0.70822 ± 0.00001
at pH 1 than for the fully digested pellet. The meat diet leachate
yielded slightly higher ratios compared to the HNO3 digested
pellet (87Sr/86Sr of 0.70863 ± 0.00001 at pH 3 and 0.70847 ±
0.00001 at pH 1), while the insect diet showed similar values for
the leaching experiment as for the completely dissolved pellets
with 87Sr/86Sr of 0.70878 ± 0.00001 at pH 3 and 0.70884 ±
0.00001 at pH 1.
The completely dissolved rat supplier pellet yielded a much
lower 87Sr/86Sr (0.70891 ± 0.00001) than both leachates at pH 3
(0.71131 ± 0.00002) and pH 1 (0.70942 ± 0.00002). In contrast,
the bulk solution of the guinea pig supplier pellet yielded a lower
87Sr/86Sr (0.70944 ± 0.00002) than both leachates (0.70980 ±
0.00002 at pH 3 and 0.70950± 0.00002 at pH 1).
The highest bulk ratios of 87Sr/86Sr were obtained from the
experiment in which mineral dust (loess and kaolin) was added
into the standard pellet (0.71032 ± 0.00001). While the addition
of 4 wt% loess did not change the 87Sr/86Sr notably (0.71034 ±
0.00002), the addition of 4 wt% kaolin shifted the Sr isotope ratio
to a higher ratio of 0.71147 ± 0.00001 (Table 2). All leachates
from these three pellets from the Dust Addition experiment
yielded lower 87Sr/86Sr than their bulk solutions, where the
leachates at pH 1 were generally higher in 87Sr/86Sr than at pH
3 (Table 2).
Strontium Isotope Incorporation Over Time
(Experiment-1: Diet Switch)
To establish baseline values for the initial Sr isotope composition
(i.e., supplier food derived 87Sr/86Sr) of the rats, three animals
were euthanized after the initial 5 days acclimatization period.
The Sr isotope compositions of their hard tissues are therefore
only influenced by the food and the water supplied by the breeder.
Two animals had very similar bone and enamel 87Sr/86Sr,
however, one individual, despite a similar bone 87Sr/86Sr
(between 0.70918 ± 0.00001 and 0.70924 ± 0.00001), had a
higher enamel 87Sr/86Sr, especially in the apex and middle part
of the incisor (up to 0.71024 ± 0.00009, Figure 2, i.e., the older
parts of the incisor). It is therefore necessary to take this initial
variability in 87Sr/86Sr into consideration when interpreting
data from the Diet Switch experiment. However, the observed
87Sr/86Sr of those animals (independent on tissue type) fall
within the range of the rat supplier pellet when considering bulk
and leachate data (Figure 2 and Table 2), indicating that this
variability is caused by the diet.
The temporal evolution of 87Sr/86Sr in the hard tissues of
rats euthanized at different time points during the experiment
(n = 8 for insect and plant group, n = 9 for meat group, as
well as n = 6 for each group with full experimental duration)
is shown in Figure 3. Day 0 is designated as the 1st day that
animals received only the experimental diet (i.e., after the initial 5
days acclimatization period). At the beginning of the experiment,
all rats display similar bone 87Sr/86Sr starting values of 0.7091–
0.7093. This is slightly higher than the value expected based
on the bulk rat supplier diet (∼0.7089), but lower than the
leachate at pH 1 (∼0.7094). Over the course of the experiment,
the bone values show a linear trend (R > 0.9, Figure 3) toward
lower ratios, which differed slightly among the diet groups (see
section below for further details). In all groups, the incisor
enamel 87Sr/86Sr tends to lower ratios at the base (i.e., the
youngest part, grown later in the experiment, compared to the
apex, which grew in the beginning of the experiment). The
base usually reaches a plateau value by the middle of the tooth.
Some spikes of higher 87Sr/86Sr are visible, particularly in the
apex. This part of the incisor is formed earliest and this mainly
reflects supplier food which had high 87Sr/86Sr values in the
leachate. These spikes are most prominent in the animals that
were fed the insect diet. The 87Sr/86Sr obtained for animals that
received an experimental diet for the full 54 days duration of
the Basic Diets experiment does not necessarily agree with the
bulk diet 87Sr/86Sr (i.e., when digested with concentrated nitric
acid) obtained for the pellets. For instance, the incisor enamel
87Sr/86Sr of the rats receiving the plant diet have much lower
ratios than their diet and somewhat lower values than their
drinking water. The enamel 87Sr/86Sr of those on the insect
diet largely match the Sr isotope composition of their food.
Overall, the rats fed with the meat diet have 87Sr/86Sr above
their diet, but below their drinking water. The incisors show a
better agreement with their respective experimental foods when
compared to the diet Sr isotope data obtained in the leaching
experiment (Figure 3).
Evolution of the Sr/Ca Ratio From the
Supplier Toward the Experimental Diet
(Experiments-1: Diet Switch and 2: Basic
Diets)
Rats from the Diet Switch experiment show variable trends in
their Sr/Ca ratio (Figure 7). These animals received the plant diet
for 0, 32, and 40 days. The rat euthanized at t = 0 (Figure 7)
has the lowest Sr/Ca of 8.2 x 10−5 ± 1.3 × 10−5. The animal
euthanized at t = 32 days shows increasing Sr/Ca toward the
base (Figure 7), up to a ratio of ∼4 × 10−5. The initial values
at the apex agree with the individual on the supplier diet
(Sr/Ca ∼ 8 × 10−5). A plateau value (discounting the last base
measurements) for Sr/Ca is reached for the most recently grown
∼30% of the total incisor enamel length. The rat euthanized
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FIGURE 2 | Incisor enamel 87Sr/86Sr of three rats from t = 0 of the Diet Switch experiment. The dark gray line represents the 87Sr/86Sr from the supplier pellet, which
the animals received during their entire life, post-weaning. The leachates (pH 3 and pH 1) of the supplier pellet are shown as light gray lines. For the last 5 days before
euthanization, the animals were provided with both, supplier and experimental pelleted diets. Values for apex, middle and base were obtained by laser ablation, the
bone and pellets were analyzed by solution mode MC-ICP-MS.
at t = 40 (Figure 7) shows a pattern similar to the individual
fed for 32 days. The starting value is slightly higher than the
ones for day 0 and day 32 individuals (1.0 × 10−4) and a
plateau of ∼2.8 × 10−4 is reached at 50% of the total incisor
enamel length.
In the guinea pigs from the Basic Diets experiment, the
animal that received the plant diet shows the highest Sr/Ca
(7.8 × 10−4) with slightly increasing values toward the base
(Figure 7). The animal fed the meat diet starts with a value
similar to that of the guinea pig on the plant pellet at the
apex and then this value progressively decreases to a minimum
of ∼5 × 10−4 in the middle of the incisor. Toward the base
(i.e., the ontogenetically youngest part of the incisor), the Sr/Ca
for the individual on the meat pellet progressively increases
again (Figure 7). The enamel of the guinea pig that received
the insect diet starts at a lower Sr/Ca than the two other
individuals and decreases to a value similar to that of the meat
diet specimen. Afterwards, the Sr/Ca increases again toward the
base to a Sr/Ca that is similar to the two other individuals
(Figure 7).
Sr Isotope Composition of Bones and
Teeth After the Full Experimental Duration
(Experiment-2: Basic Diets)
For the 87Sr/86Sr of the rats fed with the three basic diets for
the full experimental duration (5 + 54 days), the bone values
are similar across and within the feeding groups, except for
one individual in the insect diet group (Figure 4). The 87Sr/86Sr
obtained by LA-MC-ICP-MS for the incisors display a larger
variability in comparison to the bones. However, the 87Sr/86Sr
generally tends to have lower ratios toward the base of the
incisor. The middle and base part of the incisors usually show
similar results, while the apex (oldest) showed (some) higher
87Sr/86Sr. Interestingly, the 87Sr/86Sr from the middle of incisors
obtained by solution-based MC-ICP-MS are distinctively lower
than the LA values by 0.0003 ± 0.0001 (1 SD) on average. As
described in section “Strontium isotope incorporation over time
(Experiment-1: Diet Switch),” enamel 87Sr/86Sr deviate from bulk
pellet 87Sr/86Sr values and instead better agree with the data from
the pellet leachates. The 87Sr/86Sr of rat fecal samples (n = 3)
differ from those of the bulk pellet values (Figure 4). The rats that
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FIGURE 3 | Temporal evolution of the 87Sr/86Sr from different parts of the rat incisors and the bone during the Diet Switch experiment. For each feeding group,
supplier pellet (which animals received prior to the experiment) and Zurich tap water (supplied during the feeding experiment) values are indicated by horizontal lines.
Each x-axis value represents a single individual. The coloured boxes indicate the 87Sr/86Sr range, derived from the leaching of the pelleted diets: (A) insect pellet
(beige) (B) plant pellet (cyan) (C) meat pellet (brown) and (A–C) supplier pellet (gray). All values were obtained by laser ablation, except for the bone values. The error
bars indicate the analytical uncertainty for each data point. *The hatched boxes for the meat, plant and supplier diet represent the 87Sr/86Sr from the completely
dissolved pellets. For the insect pellets, the 87Sr/86Sr overlap for both digestion types. The bone turnover shows a linear trend (black line) with the given R and
p-values for each diet group.
received the Sr-rich mineral water and the plant diet have lower
87Sr/86Sr than the rats that received the tap water. Both the bone
and the incisor values are lower and shifted toward the 87Sr/86Sr
of the Sr-rich mineral water (Figure 4).
In general, the changes in 87Sr/86Sr described for the rats
are also observed in the guinea pigs (Figure 5). All animals
have higher 87Sr/86Sr in enamel in the apex of the incisor, even
exceeding the values measured for bone. This is most likely
related to the higher 87Sr/86Sr ratios of ∼0.7094 (pH 1 and 3
leachates at∼0.7095 and∼0.7098, respectively) of the guinea pig
supplier food and the slower growth rate of guinea pig incisors
(0.1 – 0.3 mm/day) compared to rats (0.5 mm/day). For some
individuals, especially those fed the insect diet, we observed
higher values in the middle part compared to the base, which
mineralised just prior to the termination of the experiment.
In summary, bone and enamel 87Sr/86Sr in the insect group
are higher than those of the two other groups. Values for guinea
pigs fed in the plant group do not reflect the 87Sr/86Sr of
the completely dissolved pellets, but do approach the values
measured in the leachate of these same pellets. Guinea pig faeces
from the plant and meat diet groups show higher 87Sr/86Sr than
rat faeces from animals fed the same diets, while faeces from the
insect fed guinea pigs and rats are very similar (Figure 5).
Influence of External Dust Sources
(Experiment-3: Dust Addition)
Guinea pigs fed the standard diet are compared with guinea pigs
fed the exact same standard diet, but with the addition of 4 wt%
of loess and kaolin (for 23 – 29 days, Figure 6). In the apex, the
87Sr/86Sr of the three different feeding groups largely overlap,
with two outliers (2 SD outlier test) at either side of the range,
both of which are animals fed the standard pellet. While the
enamel toward the middle of the incisor is characterized by a
larger scatter and overlap in 87Sr/86Sr, toward the incisor base
the 87Sr/86Sr decreases progressively. Here, a difference between
the animals that received the kaolin pellet and those that received
the loess or standard pellet was observed. The guinea pigs fed
the standard pellet show a large variation, covering nearly the
entire 87Sr/86Sr range of all base samples. All incisor 87Sr/86Sr
are distinctively lower than the 87Sr/86Sr of their respective food
pellets, indicating that a fraction of (radiogenic) Sr from the
pelleted diet was not bioavailable to the animals. Instead, values
are similar to those of the drinking water and the leachates
at pH 1.
DISCUSSION
Isotopic Homogeneity of Food and Water
and Sr Bioavailability Assessed by
Leaching
The variability of the 87Sr/86Sr of the pelleted diets among bags
of the same batch was negligible for meat and insect pellets
(2 SD= 0.00007 and 0.00005, respectively, each n = 9), when
entirely dissolved in concentrated nitric acid. However, the
plant pellets showed a two to four times higher variability of 2
SD= 0.00019 (n= 9). The seasonal variability of the Zurich tap
water was low (2 SD = 0.00004 over a period of 1.5 years, n =
14) and is therefore also considered to be negligible since each
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FIGURE 4 | Strontium isotope ratios as boxplots after the full experimental duration (54 + 5 days) for the different feeding groups of rats from the Basic Diets
experiment. The 87Sr/86Sr of the supplier pellet and the experimental water supply is indicated by the horizontal lines. The coloured boxes indicate the 87Sr/86Sr range
of the food pellets, derived from the leaching of the pellets: insect pellet (beige), plant pellet (cyan), meat pellet (redbrown Sr isotope ratios for apex, mid and base of
the incisor were obtained by laser ablation. For each basic feeding group one fecal sample was analyzed. Apex, middle and base values were obtained by laser
ablation. *The hatched boxes for the meat and the plant pellet show the 87Sr/86Sr ratios for the completely dissolved pellets. For the insect pellets, the 87Sr/86Sr
overlap for both types of dissolution. The leachates for the supplier pellet are not shown due to better clarity (see Figure 2). Significance levels are presented as stars
between bone and base (plant and meat group), as well as for apex – base pairs of the plant group).
experiment only lasted about 2 months. Therefore, the Sr isotope
input from both food and water supply seem to have been mostly
homogeneous and provided an isotopically constant Sr source
during the controlled feeding experiment.
The 87Sr/86Sr measured in totally digested basic food pellets
and the HCl leaching experiments at the two different pH
levels (pH 1 and 3) yielded different 87Sr/86Sr ratios. While no
distinct differences between the 87Sr/86Sr of the leachate and
the whole food for the insect diet were observed, this difference
seemed relevant for the meat diet, and was particularly large
for the plant diet. These differences were however, in opposite
directions, with the 87Sr/86Sr values of the leachates higher
than the bulk meat diet, and lower for the plant diet. For the
formulation of the pellets, which were produced specifically
for our feeding experiments, different components were mixed,
resulting in potentially different Sr bearing phases displaying
varying 87Sr/86Sr end-member values and Sr bioavailabilites
(see Supplementary Table 1 for pellet ingredients). The different
chemical environments of the Sr bearing phases are likely to
induce a differential bioavailability of Sr to the animal. While
Sr from some of the ingredients is highly available during the
biological processing of food (e.g., digestion, metabolization),
Sr from other ingredients may not have been as bioavailable.
This is supported by the leaching data. The weaker acid (0.001
mol/L HCl) used for the leaching experiment, designed to mimic
rodent stomach conditions, released Sr from Sr bearing phases
where it is more bioavailable to the animals during digestion.
This causes the pellet leachate 87Sr/86Sr to converge on a 87Sr/86Sr
value ranging between 0.7082 and 0.7088. This range matches
the range observed in the incisor data well (Figures 4, 5). We
therefore assume that the diet 87Sr/86Sr data obtained from
the leaching experiments best reflects the Sr bioavailable to
the animals.
Incorporation of Sr in the Ever-Growing
Incisor Enamel (Experiment-1: Diet Switch)
The ever-growing incisors of rodents allow us to temporally
constrain the incorporation of Sr into enamel. It is especially
important to precisely determine which regions of the incisor
were completely equilibrated with the experimental diet in order
to further investigate the influence or the experimental diet on the
isotopic composition of the dental hard tissues. We performed
both Sr/Ca and Sr isotopic analyses on the incisors of rats which
underwent a diet switch from a supplier diet to one of our
custom designed diets in our controlled feeding experiment.
The Sr/Ca of the rat that only received the supplier pellet
(Figure 7) showed no clear trend, with only a slight increase
in value toward the most proximal part at the base (i.e., the
youngest part at a very early enamel mineralisation state). In
comparison, the rats fed one of the experimental diets for 32
or 40 days showed an increase in Sr/Ca. While the individual
that received the plant diet for 32 days had a value of Sr/Ca
at the apex similar to the t = 0 animal, the individual fed
for 40 days displayed a slightly higher apex Sr/Ca ratio. The
transition to higher values in Sr/Ca ratios corresponds with the
experimental diet thus appears to be phase shifted from t =
32 to t = 40 as expected. However, this difference is small and
only based on this single individual. We therefore cannot rule
out the possibility that this difference is simply the result of
natural variability among individuals. Nevertheless, based on this
observation, we propose that even the oldest part of the incisor
(up to 60 days, see Figure 1), which grew for about 10 days prior
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FIGURE 5 | Strontium isotope ratios as boxplots with underlying data points after the full experimental duration (54 + 5 days) for the different feeding groups of guinea
pigs from the Basic Diets experiment. The 87Sr/86Sr of the supplier pellet and the drinking water during the experiment is provided. The coloured boxes indicate the
87Sr/86Sr range of the food pellets, derived from the leaching of the pellets: insect pellet (beige), plant pellet (cyan), meat pellet (brown). Strontium isotope ratios for
apex, mid and base of the incisor have been obtained by laser ablation. For each basic feeding group one fecal sample was analyzed. *The hatched boxes for the
meat and the plant pellet show the 87Sr/86Sr from the completely dissolved pellets. For the insect pellets, the 87Sr/86Sr overlap for all types of dissolution. Significance
levels are presented as stars between bone and base, as well as for apex – base pairs.
to the start of the feeding experiment, was slightly influenced
by the composition of the experimental diet. This observation
can be explained by the enamel maturation process. Rodent
enamel can be divided into three distinct zones of immature,
maturing and mature enamel (Leblond and Warshawsky, 1979),
and the chemical composition of enamel changes through the
addition and maturation of bioapatite until the final maturation
stage (i.e., full mineralisation of enamel) is reached. The whole
process of enamel formation (∼1.5 days of pre-secretion,∼7 days
of secretion, and ∼20 days of maturation) can take up to 30
days (Leblond andWarshawsky, 1979). After the initial secretory
stage of enamel formation, the maturing enamel remains an
open system and can be influenced by dietary changes occurring
after the initial secretory stage, resulting in the phase-shifting
of time-dependent chemical signals (Passey and Cerling, 2002).
This process also explains why there is no sharp transition in
chemical composition from supplier to experimental diet, but
rather a smooth one toward a plateau of Sr/Ca (Figure 7). Indeed,
in addition to the phase-shifting, maturation of enamel also
induces a dampening of time-dependent chemical signals. This
plateau was reached for the last ∼30% of the incisor length
for the rat fed for 32 days, while in the rat fed for 40 days
this plateau comprised the full lower 50% of the incisor length
(Figure 7), indicating the progression of the maturation front
toward the apex because of the longer period of incisor growth
and maturation.
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FIGURE 6 | Strontium isotope ratios of incisors from guinea pigs fed for up to 29 days on a standard pelleted diet with and without addition of 4 wt% loess or 4 wt%
kaolin, respectively (Dust Addition experiment). The 87Sr/86Sr of the supplier pellet and the Zurich tap water supply is plotted for comparison, as well as the 87Sr/86Sr
of the three different pelleted diets. All enamel 87Sr/86Sr were determined by LA-MC-ICP-MS. Significance levels are presented as stars between apex and base pairs,
as well as within the base among different feeding groups.
Similar patterns were also recorded in the Sr isotope
composition of the rat incisors during the Diet Switch experiment
(Figure 3). Generally, isotopic turnover induced by the diet
switch is fastest at the base, since it is the youngest-forming part
of the incisors and reflects the most recent Sr input incorporated
into the enamel by secretion and maturation. However, the three
feeding groups differed slightly in terms of when they reached
equilibrium with the bioavailable 87Sr/86Sr in the experimental
diet in the base part. While the animals fed the plant diet reached
87Sr/86Sr values that reflected bioavailable 87Sr/86Sr from the
experimental diet after just 10 days, the rats that received the
insect diet needed at least 20 days to reach this value. The rats
fed the meat diet were more variable. The observed differences
in the timing of equilibrium may either be caused by intra-
individual variability, or by the differences in 87Sr/86Sr between
supplier diet and experimental diets. This difference is largest
between supplier and plant pellet (leachates), indicating that the
corresponding turnover signal might be enhanced due to the
offset. Interestingly, while the individual that received the meat
diet for 10 days seemed to have already reached a diet-related
87Sr/86Sr, the individual fed the same diet for 16 days, had an
elevated 87Sr/86Sr. Here it is important to note, that each point in
time is represented by a different individual (n = 1), which may
have contributed to inter-individual bias due to slight differences
in individual metabolism and feeding behavior. Similarly, a
distinct time point at which a diet-related 87Sr/86Sr equilibrium
is reached cannot be detected in the middle part of the rat incisor.
The animals fed the meat diet had lower 87Sr/86Sr in the middle
of the incisor in comparison to the base between 16 and 32 days
of experiment, which were both lower than the 87Sr/86Sr after
the full experimental duration of 54 days. The oldest part of
the incisor (apex) always lagged distinctively behind the trend
visible in the younger incisor parts. In addition, pronounced
radiogenic Sr spikes (i.e., 87Sr/86Sr increases up to 0.002) are
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FIGURE 7 | Enamel incisor Sr/Ca of rats (each n = 1) from different points in time during the Diet Switch experiment. Rats were fed with the plant pellet for 0 days
(cyan squares), 32 days (cyan circles), or 40 days (cyan diamonds). The Sr concentrations of the supplier and experimental plant diet are given in Table 2. Enamel
incisors Sr/Ca for guinea pigs (each n = 1) from the Basic Diets experiment which were fed for the full experimental duration (54 + 5 days) with the three different
pelleted diets based on insect (beige triangles), plant (cyan triangles), and meat meal (brown triangles), respectively.
detected in every feeding group, but were most prominent in the
rats fed the insect diet. However, most of these spikes toward
higher 87Sr/86Sr occurred in the apex, likely representing enamel
that mostly mineralised before the start of the experiment.
Therefore, these radiogenic inputs occurred during the supplier
period, beyond the scope of the feeding experiment. As the
supplier diet (the supplier water was demineralized and thus
nearly Sr-free) did not yield high 87Sr/86Sr, the source of these
high values can only be explained by the bioavailable leachate
values of the rat supplier pellet, reaching a 87Sr/86Sr as high
as∼0.7113 at pH 3.
The guinea pigs fed for the whole experimental duration show
distinct Sr/Ca patterns among the feeding groups (Figure 7).
While the Sr/Ca was similar in the apex region for all three
individuals (still reflecting a remnant supplier food-related
value), toward the middle part, the Sr/Ca clearly diverged.
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While the animals fed with plant pellets showed an increasing
value similar to that seen in rats, guinea pigs fed the insect
and meat diets had decreasing Sr/Ca ratios. This agrees with
literature data showing that in general, Sr/Ca decreases with
increasing trophic level due to Ca-biopurification processes
(e.g., Elias et al., 1982; Burton and Wright, 1995; Burton
et al., 1999; Blum et al., 2000; Balter et al., 2002). However,
toward the base, the Sr/Ca of all three individuals increased
and converged again, producing an U-shaped pattern for the
two animals fed with animal-based (insect and meat) diets,
while the plant diet individual is characterized by a similar
Sr/Ca throughout the feeding period (Figure 7). This pattern
could be an artifact of (i) the lower mineralisation state and
lower Ca content of the base (Leblond and Warshawsky,
1979; Hillson, 2005), or (ii) an increased portion of dentin
sampled during laser ablation, which typically has a higher Sr
concentration in comparison to enamel (Kohn et al., 2013).
However, the data seem to show that during secretion, there
is more selectivity for Sr than during the maturation phase.
The differences in the Sr/Ca ratio at the base of the incisor
between rats and guinea pigs could also indicate that the
area of progressively maturing enamel is spread across a
larger portion of the incisor base in the latter compared to
the former.
Our data suggests that a complete turnover of the Sr
incorporated in the incisor enamel takes about 2 months for
rats and a similar or longer time for guinea pigs. This difference
might be related to the different incisor growth rates, as well as
the difference in size of the animals. While the rats (11 – 12
weeks old) started at 197 ± 12 g (n = 24) and did not exceed
a body weight of 300 g (Supplementary Figure 5), the guinea
pigs (3 – 5 weeks) started at 398 ± 17 g (n = 18) and reached
a final body weight of up to >700 g (Supplementary Figure 7).
In the guinea pigs, therefore, one could speculate that incisors
were not only growing for replacement of tissue lost by gnawing,
but were also growing allometrically as a function of overall body
size increase.
In contrast to the larger 87Sr/86Sr variability visible in the fast
and continuously growing enamel, we observed a linear trend
of 87Sr/86Sr in bone for the Basic Diets experiment (R > 0.9).
Bone values at the start of the experiment reflect those of the
supplier diet while those toward the end of the experiment reflect
to the experimental diet. All animals from the three feeding
groups on the three different diets started with a bone 87Sr/86Sr
of ∼0.7092 and gradually moved toward lower 87Sr/86Sr values.
After the full 54 days, bones reached a final 87Sr/86Sr between
0.7088 and 0.7090. This was slightly higher than the 87Sr/86Sr of
the bioavailable Sr leached from the pellets during the leaching
experiments. However, the enamel 87Sr/86Sr was slightly shifted
toward higher values, possibly due to the additional influence
of drinking water on an animal’s Sr-uptake. In contrast to the
incisor enamel, bone is a tissue with a much lower tissue turnover
rate (Bryant and Loutit, 1964; Dahl et al., 2001). Therefore,
the Sr isotope composition of bone averages the 87Sr/86Sr of
the body water pool over a much longer time period than the
ever-growing incisors.
Bioavailability of Sr From the Pelleted Diet
(Experiment-2: Basic Diets)
It is generally accepted that the 87Sr/86Sr recorded in teeth and
bones represents the locally bioavailable Sr isotopic signature at
the basis of a local food chain (e.g., Blum et al., 2000; Slovak
and Paytan, 2012; Flockhart et al., 2015; Lewis et al., 2017).
The hard tissues, bones and incisor enamel, from animals of
all three different feeding groups that fed the same basic diets
for the full experimental duration did not reflect the 87Sr/86Sr
of their respective, completely dissolved pellets. For bone it is
expected that, due to its slow turnover rate, equilibrium with
the experimental diet is not reached after a relatively short
experimental duration (i.e., 54 days, Figure 1). A full turnover
would take longer, and it is reasonable to assume that most of
the Sr stored in the bones still derives from food consumed
during the period the animals spent at the supplier facility.
However, the ever-growing enamel of the incisors was expected
to record the bioavailable Sr input from the diet and drinking
water entirely toward the end of the experimental duration,
especially the most recently grown and mineralised parts (i.e.,
the base and the middle area). Nevertheless, we observed distinct
differences between the 87Sr/86Sr of the diets and the enamel.
In addition, the 87Sr/86Sr obtained by LA-MC-ICP-MS were
higher than those obtained by solution-based MC-ICP-MS by up
to 0.0005 (Figures 4, 5). This is a common observation for Sr
isotope analyses by LA-MC-ICP-MS and is usually explained by
unresolved interferences (Rb, Kr, REEs, Ca argides and dimers,
CaPO for apatites) which influence the in-situ measurements
(Copeland et al., 2008, 2010; Horstwood et al., 2008; Simonetti
et al., 2008; Lewis et al., 2014). The effect was more pronounced
for the rat samples, since these incisors had a much lower
Sr/Ca (∼3 × 10−4, Figure 7) than the guinea pig incisors (up
to 8 × 10−4, Figure 7) and are thus, due to their lower Sr
content, more prone to such interferences. However, we tried to
minimize this effect by adding nitrogen to the sample gas flow,
as N2 is known to reduce potential interferences (Zhang et al.,
2018), using a desolvator system, and monitored the accuracy of
the 87Sr/86Sr using several matrix-matched tooth samples with
known 87Sr/86Sr (Willmes et al., 2016). By plotting the accuracy
of 87Sr/86Sr vs. 1/88Sr [V] (Supplementary Figure 2), one would
expect a strong linear correlation if polyatomic interferences on
m/z = 87 (40Ca31P16O) will affect the 87Sr/86Sr (Horstwood
et al., 2008; Lugli et al., 2017b). However, we did not observe
such a correlation, which most likely excludes this explanation.
Due to the low Sr concentration of the rodent incisors, it was
necessary to employ a large spot size and repetition rate to
increase the test portion mass (see method section) to achieve
a sufficient signal intensity during LA-MC-ICP-MS acquisition
for reliable Sr isotope analysis (usually >1V for 88Sr, e.g., Müller
and Anczkiewicz, 2016; Weber et al., 2018a). This may have
resulted in ablation of both enamel and the underlying dentin
during laser ablation (see Supplementary Figure 1). There is a
time lag between enamel and dentin formation in mammals
(Hillson, 2005) which could, if dietary input changes temporally,
potentially lead to differences in the 87Sr/86Sr of both dental
tissues. As dentin forms prior to enamel, it will therefore have
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incorporated higher 87Sr/86Sr (in our case Sr input from the
supplier feeding period), as demonstrated by the analyses of
individuals from the Diet Switch experiment. Most recently
formed enamel shows lower 87Sr/86Sr, since the source of its Sr is
already shifted further toward the experimental diets. This could
explain the differences between the in-situ and solution-based
87Sr/86Sr analyses, since for the latter the enamel was carefully
separated from the dentin prior to the digestion and purification
of Sr for solution-based 87Sr/86Sr analyses. Interestingly, the
average guinea pig 87Sr/86Sr are generally higher by 0.0002 when
compared to the rats, although both rodent groups received the
same diets and water, potentially due to an increased absorption
of water-derived Sr for the guinea pigs. In addition, the rodent
incisor enamel 87Sr/86Sr does not record either the bulk ingested
pellet nor the leachates of the pellets 87Sr/86Sr values (although
they do plot closer to the leachates values, Figures 4, 5). Every
diet item, whether a designed pellet or a plant or animal food
in the natural habitat, contains more or less bioavailable mineral
components. The main difference between our experiment and
a natural habitat is not that the individual sub-components
of diet items vary in Sr availability, but rather that in natural
habitats, all these different Sr-compounds have similar Sr isotope
ratios. This occurs because most sub-components originate
from the same habitat, and thus share the same baseline Sr
values [though isotopic differences in bioavailable Sr have been
observed even under such conditions (Maurer et al., 2012)]. In
contrast, in our designed diets, items with variable Sr availability
also differ in their individual Sr isotope ratios, because they
derive from different ingredients produced in different regions
and setting. In other words, whereas in the natural habitat,
differences in Sr availability will not affect Sr isotope values,
because the different Sr compounds all have similar Sr isotope
composition, differences in Sr availability will distinctively affect
the Sr isotopic signal in a pelleted diet in which the individual
ingredients originate from different regions with different Sr
isotope compositions. This becomes obvious by comparing the
87Sr/86Sr from the leachate of the pellets with the completely
dissolved pellets (Figures 3–5 and Table 2). The composition of
the pellets causes differences in the bioavailability of Sr from the
different ingredients of the pellets. Some components are more
easily dissolved, while others can only be accessed using stronger
acids and/or higher digestion temperatures. Of note, the insect
diet showed the same 87Sr/86Sr, regardless of which dissolution
process was used, indicating better bioavailability of Sr in this
type of pellet [i.e., in its main bioavailable component(s)], in
comparison to the plant diet. These yielded much lower 87Sr/86Sr
when digested in weaker acids and at lower temperatures,
indicating a weak dissolution of the main plant matter and the
preferential intake of Sr from a more easily accessible source
within the pellet.
For the calculation of the mixing between water and diet
(Figure 8, Supplementary Figures 3, 4), we used the known
daily food consumption of the rats and guinea pigs, obtained
from metabolic cages. Rats consumed 15 – 20 g of pellets per day
on average, while guinea pigs consumed 20 – 50 g per day. Water
consumption was not monitored during the experiments but was
assumed to be 10 mL/day per 100 g body weight (Sharp and
Villano, 2012; Suckow et al., 2012). Generally, not all Sr ingested
from food and water is absorbed during digestion. Values for
Sr (International Commission on Radiological Protection, 1994;
Kohn et al., 2013) and Ca absorption (Guéguen and Pointillart,
2000; Rozenberg et al., 2016), which is better documented in
comparison to Sr (as a non-essential trace element), but has
generally similar chemical behavior, range between 15 and 45%,
typically 30%. We therefore used an absorption of 30% for
both food water for the experimental data, independent of the
animal model, even though there is reason to assume that guinea
pig absorb a higher proportion of dietary Sr than rats, due to
the similarity between Sr and Ca in biological systems, and
the generally higher Ca digestibility in rabbits or guinea pigs
as compared to rats (Cheeke and Amberg, 1973; Hagen et al.,
2015). Note that we used the Sr concentration and 87Sr/86Sr
ratios as measured in the leachates at pH 1 and 3 for the
calculations. Since guinea pigs were roughly twice as heavy as
the rats, their water consumption is estimated to be in the range
of 50 – 100 mL/day, while we used a range of 10 – 40 mL/day
for the rats. The mixing lines using the Sr isotope ratios and
concentrations obtained from the completely dissolved pellet did
not match the observed 87Sr/86Sr in the incisors, except for the
insect pellet and the laser ablation data from the base of the rat
incisors (Supplementary Figure 3). However, the leachates of the
different pellets agreed much better with the incisor data, but
still do not always match the observed 87Sr/86Sr incisor values
(Figure 8). Nevertheless, especially for the plant pellet, we can
see a much better agreement with the data from the leaching
experiment, indicating a lower availability of Sr from the plant
material (lucerne). The contribution of water in this feeding
group appears to considerably contribute to the Sr budget, as
mixing calculations agree well with the tissue values (Figure 8).
For future studies using Sr isotopes as provenance proxy, the
careful assessment of 87Sr/86Sr from both the skeletal and dental
remains, as well as the underlying geology and vegetation is
necessary. We show that bulk food 87Sr/86Sr can largely differ
from the bioavailable fraction and thus, may not necessarily
reflect the 87Sr/86Sr recorded in the animal hard tissues. This
effect should be considered when comparing hard tissue 87Sr/86Sr
with local geology and potential Sr isotope isoscapes.
Strontium Isotope Variability Within the
Feeding Groups (Experiment-2: Basic
Diets)
The time-resolved analyses of the Sr isotope ratios from different
time points in the experiment indicated that the full experimental
duration of 54 days (and 5 days of acclimatization) was sufficient
to reach diet-related 87Sr/86Sr for large parts of the ever-
growing rodent incisors (entirely for rats, but not in the apex
region for guinea pigs), but not for bone. However, most of
the feeding groups display inter-individual 87Sr/86Sr differences
among animals fed the same diet, even if only the base part
of the incisor is considered (Figures 4, 5). For the rat Basic
Diets experiment, differences in 87Sr/86Sr intra-feeding group
variability can be observed, even within different parts of the
incisor enamel. Typical inter-individual variability ranged from
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FIGURE 8 | Mixing calculations for the three insect, plant, and meat pelleted diets and the experimental tap water for 87Sr/86Sr. We used bioavailable 87Sr/86Sr for the
different pellet feeding groups, depending on the leachate values of the pellets leached at pH 1 and 3. For both food and water, a bioavailable component of 30% of
the Sr was assumed as intake (International Commission on Radiological Protection, 1994; Guéguen and Pointillart, 2000; Rozenberg et al., 2016). Strontium isotope
ratios and concentrations used for the mixing calculations are shown in Table 2. Rat (blue) and guinea pig (red) 87Sr/86Sr ratios for the enamel from laser ablation and
solution MC-ICP-MS analyses are shown as dashed and stippled lines, respectively.
0.0001 to 0.0005, and this variability tended to decrease toward
the younger base of the incisor (Figure 9). This trend is due
to the fact that the animals received the experimental diet for
longer and thus incorporated diet-related 87Sr/86Sr for longer,
whereas in the (ontogenetically oldest) apex area, high 87Sr/86Sr
spikes inherited from the supplier feeding period produce more
scatter in enamel 87Sr/86Sr. The main reason for this pattern
is the continuous exchange between immature enamel and the
bioavailable Sr pools in the body, i.e. the diet and the resorbed
bone fraction (Johnson et al., 1968; Jowsey et al., 1971; Neiman
and Eisenmann, 1975; Boyde and Reith, 1981; Montgomery et al.,
2010). Bone (i.e., the skeleton) usually contains up to 99% of all
body Sr (Schroeder et al., 1972; Sugihira and Suzuki, 1991). Thus,
an important contribution of Sr in the blood originates from
“old” Sr pool (incorporated into the bone at the supplier facility
where animals were raised and then released from the bone
during remodeling) that is incorporated in incisor enamel during
the maturation process (Leblond and Warshawsky, 1979), which
thus has a higher 87Sr/86Sr than the 87Sr/86Sr ingested during
experimental conditions. While the bone 87Sr/86Sr slowly shifts
toward the incisor value, the influence of the Sr fraction resorbed
from the bones on the 87Sr/86Sr of new forming (hard)tissue
is reduced. The same trend was also visible in the guinea pigs.
The apex of the guinea pig incisors likely does not completely
reflect the experimental diet, enhancing the inter-, as well as
the intra-individual (i.e., intra-incisor) variability. For the guinea
pigs fed the plant diet, the inter-individual 87Sr/86Sr variability
was as high as 0.001 for the apex part and therefore an order
of magnitude higher than within most other guinea pig groups,
but also two to 10 times higher than for the rats (Figure 9). This
variability is rather high for a population of small animals of the
same species, sex, age, and feeding on the same diet and water
sources. Typically, a 87Sr/86Sr cut-off value of 0.001 between bone
and enamel of an individual is used in archaeological studies to
differentiate between local and non-local individuals within one
human population (e.g., Grupe et al., 1997; Price et al., 2004;
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FIGURE 9 | Typical literature 87Sr/86Sr cut-off value for humans (1, e.g., Grupe et al., 1997; Price et al., 2004; Burton and Price, 2013; Knudson et al., 2016), as well
as intra-population variability of 87Sr/86Sr in bones (dark gray) and teeth (light gray) of pigs (Lewis et al., 2017; Anders et al., 2019) and rats and guinea pigs (4, this
study). Incisor variability reflects the largest variability observed in the respective part for both animal groups. For humans often a difference of 0.001 in 87Sr/86Sr
between bones and tooth enamel is used to distinguish between local and non-local individuals.
Knudson et al., 2016). Other controlled feeding experiments,
however, detected even higher inter-individual Sr isotope ranges
of up to 0.002 for pigs raised on local derived diets (Anders et al.,
2019). We observe a much lower variability in our study, and
the high guinea pig variability is likely related to the influence
of bone-resorption derived Sr. In addition, the sampling strategy
using LA-MC-ICP-MS is more prone to a higher 87Sr/86Sr
variability in comparison to solution-based analyses, due to the
potential influence of interferences during data acquisition.
Besides the inter-individual variability, another important
aspect for future Sr isotope studies is the observed intra-
individual variability. Depending on the type of tooth or bone,
differences in 87Sr/86Sr might be detected, due to differences
in bone turnover rates reflecting different time averaging of
isotopically distinct intake sources (Gregoricka, 2014; Knudson
et al., 2016; Anders et al., 2019). Here only one type of bone
(distal tibia) was investigated, and we did not compare the
incisor enamel 87Sr/86Sr with those of the molar enamel of
rats and/or guinea pigs. However, since molars of rats are not
ever-growing, their 87Sr/86Sr will likely reflect the Sr ingested
during their time at the supplier facility and therefore differ
from our pelleted experiment diet. This is evident in the rat
incisor 87Sr/86Sr of individuals that were euthanized prior to
entering the feeding experiment (Figure 2). It highlights the
importance of the adequate choice of teeth for Sr isotope analysis
and the knowledge of tooth formation and maturation times to
constrain accurately diet-related 87Sr/86Sr and hence modern or
past mobility patterns. Interestingly, the intra-incisor variability
rarely exceeds 0.0001, indicating a much lower intra-individual
variability than suggested by Anders et al. (2019), who found
a 87Sr/86Sr variability of 0.0005 for tooth and 0.0013 for bone
samples (Figure 9).
The overall observed Sr isotope variability of both rodent
species is small and does not exceed the cut off values typically
employed in 87Sr/86Sr in provenance studies. Some incisor Sr
isotope values from the apex (oldest part), especially for the
guinea pigs, showed a higher Sr isotope variability than the other,
ontogenetically younger parts of the incisor (Figure 9). This is
an artifact of the feeding experiment, where the oldest part of the
guinea pig incisors is still influenced by the supplier diet and thus,
does not reflect a natural feeding behavior where an individual
feeds only from local and similar food sources. Since the rat
incisors grow faster than the guinea pig incisors (0.5 mm/day vs.
0.1 – 0.3 mm/day), even their oldest part (apex) mainly reflects
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the experimental diet and is suited for Sr isotope variability
estimation of animals feeding constantly on the same diet.
Influence of Water (Experiment-2: Basic
Diets) and External Dust Sources on Tissue
Sr Isotope Composition (Experiment-3:
Dust Addition)
The rats that received the plant diet and Sr-enriched mineral
water showed significantly lower 87Sr/86Sr (0.0001) than the
group receiving the same pelleted diet but the less Sr-rich Zurich
tap water for bone (p < 0.01), as well as for all parts of the
incisors (p < 0.02). This shows that the high Sr concentration of
the Ca- and Sr-enriched mineral water from a limestone aquifer
had a significant influence on the incisor 87Sr/86Sr. While the Sr
concentration in natural freshwater water sources is often below
1 mg/L (Voerkelius et al., 2010), this Sr-enriched water had a Sr
concentration of 8.6 mg/L and thus significantly influenced the
87Sr/86Sr of the hard tissues.
Although silicate minerals are usually not digested (Van
Soest and Jones, 1968) and hence elements derived from
them are not bioavailable, the small particle size and intra-
layer bound cations (of the clay mineral kaolinite) bear the
potential for some Sr uptake from the kaolin and the silt-
sized carbonate fraction of loess, which makes up 20% of
the 4 wt%. However, due to the relatively short experimental
duration of up to 29 days, only the base of the incisor yielded
the diet-related (i.e., potentially mineral dust-influenced) values
(Figure 1). A significant difference, exceeding the analytical
uncertainty between the animals feeding on the kaolin and
the loess pellets was observed in the base part (Figure 6, p <
0.01) with the former having slightly higher values than the
latter and also clearly different from the bulk diet values. While
the bulk pellets yielded 87Sr/86Sr >0.710, all 87Sr/86Sr obtained
from the enamel of the base area were <0.7093. Again, the
Sr bioavailability of the different ingredients of the diets differ
from the completely dissolved pellet. This is especially crucial
for the silicate minerals, which are non-digestible. As described
for the other pelleted diets, the leachates better reflect the
bioavailable Sr fraction, especially those at pH 1. Furthermore,
the pellet into which the mineral dust was admixed consisted
of lucerne, from which Sr was shown to be less bioavailable.
Nevertheless, enamel 87Sr/86Sr differences among incisors of the
three feeding groups (mineral-dust-free, loess-containing, and
kaolin-containing pellets) are visible.
CONCLUSION
Our controlled feeding experiment offered a unique possibility
to evaluate the timing of Sr incorporation in tooth enamel,
as well as the influence of diet-derived Sr (including water
and mineral dust) on the 87Sr/86Sr of hard tissues (i.e., bone,
enamel) of rodents. Intra-population variability in 87Sr/86Sr was
lower (<0.001) than previously reported for other mammals,
potentially due to the high degree of experimental control.
Therefore, our data provide a minimum estimate of the 87Sr/86Sr
variability within a (small mammal) population, and highlight
the importance of proper sampling strategies in building local
isotopic baselines using rodents. We also determined that the
inter-individual variability is generally low and thus likely does
not affect provenance studies based on radiogenic Sr isotopes.
Mixing model calculations further support the importance of
differential bioavailability of Sr in the diet (including both food
and water). In addition, we observed differences in isotopic
and elemental variability between bone and incisor enamel.
While the bone showed slow and incomplete turnover over the
course of the experiment, the incisors exhibited much higher
variability. We demonstrated that a complete turnover of the
rat incisors occurred after 54 days, while the guinea pig incisors
still retained remnant isotopic signals from supplier food in the
oldest part of their incisors. This indicates that we can estimate
a minimum period of roughly 2 months, before the new, diet-
related 87Sr/86Sr is recorded in enamel throughout the full length
of the incisor. This information must be taken into consideration
in human provenance studies which frequently use rodents’ teeth
to characterize locally bioavailable Sr isotope ranges. In addition,
the leachates of the pelleted diets clearly demonstrate the effect
of differences in Sr bioavailability on 87Sr/86Sr, and should also
be considered in Sr isoscapes studies. Furthermore, we observed
an offset in 87Sr/86Sr between rats and guinea pigs feeding on the
exact same diet, indicating taxon-specific absorption coefficients
for Sr, especially from the drinking water.
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